
Modernize and manage 
your SAP and entire 
enterprise on the cloud

Protera Cloud Manage gives you the confidence to execute your digital transformation projects, knowing that your SAP 
and entire enterprise are running smoothly on the cloud.  

We bring decades of experience, deep cloud expertise, and the latest tools.  And we provide a unique, personalized 
service experience delivered 24x7 from our global team.

Protera Managed Service for SAP covers all aspects of your SAP and entire enterprise including: SAP, Basis, database, 
operating system, and cloud infrastructure.

www.protera.com  |  info@protera.com

Reduce cloud running costs, improve security and performance, take 
advantage of cloud services
Enhance your SAP and entire enterprise with a trusted AWS and Microsoft Azure partner.

Protera Cloud Manage for SAP includes:

• 24x7x365 help desk support

• Named Senior SAP Basis experts
assigned to your account

• SAP Basis Administration

• OS and database monitoring and
administration

• Performance management and tuning

• Capacity planning

• On-demand, detailed SAP health
check and analysis and reporting

• SAP migrations to Cloud, HANA and
S/4HANA

• Data archiving

• Upgrades and patching

• Manage your entire IT, SaaS apps
included

Protera Arion®  for Cloud Managed Services

View a consolidated dashboard 
of operational metrics, including 
SAP-specific metrics such as dialog 
response time, across your entire 
enterprise.  Dive in for detail about 
any system.

View cloud spend in real time, 
predict your monthly bill, and 
perform complex analysis by project, 
department and application in 
minutes.

Access a library of automations that 
let you easily provision, monitor,  and 
manage cloud services.

Protera Arion is our proprietary SaaS cloud modernization platform designed specifically for organizations running SAP 
and enterprise applications on AWS and Microsoft Azure.  With Protera Arion you can:

Cloud and Application Managed Services



www.protera.com  |  info@protera.com

Protera is an Advanced tier APN partner with AWS and a Gold Cloud Platform partner with Microsoft. Protera and Protera 
Arion are SAP certified and SOC 2 compliant. These technical partnerships mean we can offer unique perspectives on 
how to optimize SAP and your entire enterprise on cloud. We work closely with their product development teams to ensure 
you are receiving the benefits of their latest innovations. Use your current AWS or Microsoft Azure accounts, or ours. 

In partnership with AWS and Microsoft Azure

Schedule a Demo

Since 2015, our operating portfolio and our operations 
have grown six-fold, 600%, and we've only had to double 
our workforce to accommodate. Running SAP on cloud 
managed by Protera, we’ve been able to keep OpEx low, 
still hit our margins, and really thrive in our industry. 

Modernize SAP and your entire enterprise 
with Protera Cloud Manage

Eric Zenner, VP of IT,

Modernize your SAP and entire enterprise with better visibility and lower cost

Increase visibility: Execute your business projects confidently with complete transparency to key aspects of your 
SAP + related applications on cloud

Keep cloud costs in line: Manage and predict cloud costs by landscape, system, project or department 

Improve application performance: View system responsiveness with metrics that adapt to how your users run SAP

Manage agile development: Provision cloud infrastructure, start and stop systems, automatically refresh systems 
for testing and more

Keep systems secure and up-to-date: Know when your next system maintenance events are and be sure that 
proper maintenance is being performed

Monitor intelligently: Improve reaction time and root cause analysis by preventing overreporting and false 
positives from infrastructure and application monitoring

https://www.protera.com/schedule-demo



